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3D PERFECTION
Embla candles are truly next-level, combining state of the art 3D printing
technology with old world manufacturing techniques. Our unique process
enables us to readily create candle shapes that have never been seen before.  
All of our products are made to order with the highest quality natural ingredients. 



COLORS / FRAGRANCES

RED / APPLEJACK & ORANGE PEEL

YELLOW / COCONUT & LIME

TURQUOISE / SEA SALT & ORCHID

PASTEL GREEN / EUCALYPTUS
& SPEARMINT

HOT PINK / FOREST BLOOM



HEXAGON 
CANDLE

The Hexagon Candle is our version of
the classic tealight candle. The
hexagonal antiprism has a beautiful
balance of simplicity and intricacy
within its design. 

 
All of our candles are made to order
and handcrafted with 100% pure
beeswax to ensure the highest quality
possible. 
 
Dimensions: 1.25" tall x 2.5" wide x 2.17"
deep.

 
Price: $5.90 per candle



DIAMOND 
CANDLE

The Diamond Candle celebrates the
elegance of this modernist form,
featuring four hidden diamonds
within the geometry. 
 
All of our candles are made to order
and handcrafted with 100% pure
beeswax to ensure the highest quality
possible. 
 
Dimensions: 3" tall x 1.5" wide x 1.5"
deep.

 
Price: $7.90 per candle 
 



PENTAGON 
CANDLE

Capturing the mesmerizing geometry
of the icosahedron, the Pentagon
Candle features 20 triangular faces.
This piece is bound to be the center of
attention from any angle. 
 
All of our candles are made to order
and handcrafted with 100% pure
beeswax to ensure the highest quality
possible.  
 
Dimensions: 3" tall x 3.7" wide x 3.3"
deep.

 
Price: $12.50 per candle 
 



CRYSTAL 
CANDLE

The Crystal Candle draws its
inspiration from the naturally occurring
geometry of crystals. Use this candle
to light your space and it will surely
bring good energy your way. 

 
All of our candles are made to order
and handcrafted with 100% pure
beeswax to ensure the highest quality
possible. 
 
Dimensions: 3" tall x 3.7" wide x 3.5"
deep.

 
Price: $13.60 per candle



ARGYLE 
CANDLE

The Argyle Candle features a striking
triangulated design and becomes an
instant statement piece in any
tablescape.

 
All of our candles are made to order
and handcrafted with 100% pure
beeswax to ensure the highest quality
possible. 
 
Dimensions: 5" tall x 2.7" wide x 2.7"
deep.

 
Price: $14.70 per candle


